BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN AND THE E STREET BAND in its longestrunning version, have never been better, on a pure musical level, than they
were during their 1978 Darkness on the Edge of Town tour. Sure, there have
been larger shows, “grander” shows, shows with more spectacle; but for
maximum rock and roll, those Darkness shows can’t be beat. And of those
shows, the September 19th concert at the Capitol Theatre in Passaic, in
Bruce’s home state of New Jersey, is arguably Bruce Springsteen’s single
greatest live performance.
Why this particular show? Because first, it was Bruce’s single largest
audience in his career up to that point: it was broadcast up and down the
entire East Coast, Bruce’s original fan base. This show was therefore not only
a concert ’thank you’ to those loyal fans, but a de facto live album in the
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making, with Bruce’s engineer on Born To Run and Darkness — and future
Interscope Records head — Jimmy Iovine, mixing live.
Though the entire Darkness tour was brilliant, and the band always
played at an impossibly tighter level for the radio; there was something about
this show that puts it above and beyond even the legendary Bob Dylan Royal
Albert Hall ’66 show as the greatest single rock and roll show ever.
Perhaps it was the fact that Bruce had something to prove that night,
certainly not to his old fans, but to the larger rock world listening in that had
been suspect of “The Boss” ever since the Born To Run hype of 1975, when
he made it on the covers of both Time and Newsweek as an unknown rocker
from New Jersey. And when Bruce seemed to fade from view during a
subsequent lawsuit with his first manager, the hype seemed justified. But
not to Bruce.
When he emerged three years later with Darkness, he took to the stage
in late spring, with a wild, yet deliberate abandon — the flip side of his
frustration over being prejudged as a “hype,” a manufactured rock star, thanks
to the Time/Newsweek double covers and its attendant backlash, not to
mention having to live up to his own manager’s hyperbole as “The future of
rock and roll.” These were the demons that, in a larger sense, drove Bruce to
not only write the songs of Darkness, but also perform them with a hellbent-for-leather drive and enthusiasm. And this performance is the best of
them all.
First off, it sounds tremendous: a booming, thunderous performance
played to diamond-hard precision, with every instrument mixed and balanced
perfectly. It sounds exactly like the show sounded: when Bruce’s guitar rips
into the “Prove It All Night” intro, it sounds like a buzz saw’s berserk drone;
when Clarence blows the first note of any solo, the crowd roars like when a
baseball player hits a home run in the bottom of the ninth. I should know
— because I was there.

A page from the Capitol Theatre program featuring Arlen Schumer’s artwork.
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How did I get there? Let me backtrack.
On the day Darkness on the Edge of Town was released, June 2, 1978,
the record manager of Korvette’s department store, Route 4 Paramus, New
Jersey, told me there was a fanzine about Bruce Springsteen called Thunder
Road; and as if in a cartoon, a light bulb appeared over my head — I knew
I had to become the art director of this fanzine. I was familiar with fanzines
for years at that point, due to my love of comic books, which had fanzines
published about them since the early ’60s. The manager gave me the name
and number of the fanzine’s editor and publisher, Ken Viola, whom I called
that night with the intention of at least contributing to the magazine. We
met soon after — I did become the sort-of art director of Thunder Road, at
least as much as I could do while attending Rhode Island School of Design
full-time from ’76-’80 — and we became good friends.
Ken also worked as head of security for John Scher, the concert promoter
and owner of The Capitol Theatre, an old rock and roll theater, in run-down
Passaic, in north Jersey. At the time, Scher was promoting Bruce’s upcoming
August date in Rochester, New York, and through Ken’s recommendation, I
illustrated the special shirts for the road crew. You can spot a roadie wearing
one in The River tour book, and me wearing mine in the Capitol Theatre video,
when Bruce comes out to the audience during “Spirit in the Night” — you
can see me from behind, on the left side of the screen, wearing the black shirt
with the big white letters that read, “Bruce Live.” It was a great break, but
nothing compared to the break to come.
To celebrate Bruce’s “homecoming” after the triumphant summer of
Darkness to a three-night stand — the first of which would be broadcast up
and down the East Coast — Scher wanted a special marquee designed for
the Capitol. Thanks again to Ken, I got the job. I worked late that summer
on a design built around Bruce’s guitar — to me, his leads were the key
sound and feel of both the album and the tour. Two of my earlier magic
marker sketches are shown here. After completing the artwork I negotiated

Fans entering the Capitol Theatre, Passaic, NJ, September 19, 1978.

my “fee” with Scher: six sixth-row center seats for opening night, September
19. It would be the third time I would see Bruce live, my first being his
headlining debut at Madison Square Garden on August 21, followed by
Springfield, Mass. on September 13, but this would be the closest I would
ever sit.
The day came, and five classmates and I climbed into my ’74 Plymouth
Duster and drove from Providence to Passaic. Increasing the anticipation for
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all of us was the last thing Ken Viola told me before I left: that if we hung

the March 4, 1977, performance in Jacksonville, Florida, for Bruce’s soul-

as everyone in the band already had, except for Clarence, who wasn’t there.

out after the show for about an hour, there’d be a good chance we’d get to

shattering scream of rage, “YOU LIED!” during the “Backstreets” interlude.

Then I said something to Bruce, something I had been wanting to tell

meet Bruce and the band.

Some say it’s the stream-of-consciousness, improvised, extended performance

him ever since I first heard “Born to Run” over the AM radio in my mom’s

of the song later that month at the March 25 Boston Music Hall show, where,

1966 Valiant in the summer of ’75, the song that started it all for me. I had

at 18 minutes, it’s certainly the longest “Backstreets,” if not the best.

read what rock and roll meant to Bruce himself, how it entered his life and

Four hours later we were rounding the corner of Jefferson and Monroe
streets in Passaic and the first thing we saw, like a beacon in the night: the

The best “Backstreets” live? The most definitive? For my money, it’s The

the monolith in 2001: A Space Odyssey, emitting a powerful yellow neon

Capitol Theatre’s, again. In addition to all the aforementioned reasons why

aura: “We’ll meet ’neath that giant Capitol sign that brings this fair city light.”

everything from The Capitol is pretty much definitive, its version of the “Sad

We were both, surprisingly, about the same height, so I could look

We saw the show of our lives.

Eyes” interlude is classic, sounding like spoken-word poetry or performance

straight in his eyes. Though I must’ve worn a smile from ear to ear, I didn’t

Anyone who heard the radio broadcast live, or bought the first bootleg

art — you can actually hear Bruce’s measured breathing syncopating with

want to come across as just another gushing fan, so my words came out very

of the show, the triple-LP Piece de Resistance, or the CD bootleg years later,

Roy’s music-box piano. The buildup of “Little girl we’ve got to stop” to its

evenly and carefully: “Bruce, I just want to tell you that your music means

Passaic Night, or the VHS bootleg tape of only the first two hours of the

crashing crescendo sounds as awesome as it was to behold: the stage going

more to me than anything else in the world.”

show, knows what a simply incredible concert it was. Though all of the

pitch black on Bruce’s final “Stop!” — the crowd hushed and then exploding

Darkness shows shined, and, as noted, all their prior radio broadcast concerts,

a moment later, as the band begins to reassemble, individual spotlights

for years, have been de facto live albums, the September 19, 1978, Capitol

fading in until the white light finale of the familiar “Backstreets” theme,

Theatre show still stands above the rest, not the least because at least seven

leading to Bruce’s aching, wordless howls — some of his best ever — over

songs stand out as definitive live versions of not only the Darkness tour, but

a most orchestral grandeur.

of Bruce’s entire career: “Streets of Fire,” “Promised Land,” “Prove It All

That’s the definitive “Backstreets” live.

Night” with its amazing, extended, never-played-anymore guitar solo intro,

To this day, I have yet to hear any Darkness concert that can hold a

“Candy’s Room,” “Because the Night,” “She’s the One” with the equally-

candle to this Capitol Theatre show, song for song, note for note. It’s perfect.

definitive prelude/cover of Buddy Holly’s “Not Fade Away,” and the extended

It is Bruce’s de facto live album.

“Backstreets” with its rare “Sad Eyes” interlude.

When the show ended, we met up with Ken, and sure enough, about 45

what he meant in my life.

In the split-second I finished, there was that flash of connection in his
eyes, when you can tell the other person knows exactly what you mean, from
the heart. Though I already knew of Bruce’s legendary generosity and
sensitivity towards his fans after a show, nothing prepared me for his
reaction.
He didn’t say “thanks;” in fact, he didn’t say a word. Didn’t shake my
hand, or pat me on my shoulder.
He hugged me like a brother!
And all I can recall is hearing some kind of spontaneous, audible
reaction from the dozen or so fans standing around us, a burst of
exclamation, as if to say, “The Fan meets The Idol — and that’s the way it

The sound mix by Iovine is crystal-clear, distinguishing each instrument

minutes after, Bruce and most of the E Street Band emerged from backstage

perfectly, yet still creating a live version of Spector’s dense Wall of Sound in

to mill around in the seats with the maybe two dozen fans that had hung

Born to Run without sacrificing clarity — a breakthrough in live rock and roll

around. First I saw Max, who was telling a friend of his that he was leaving

recording. Listen to how full the band sounds when it kicks into the main

in a minute to visit his mom. And there was Bruce, still drenched in sweat,

theme of “Promised Land” after Bruce’s harmonica intro, or how Garry’s bass

entertaining about a dozen fans in a semi-circle, telling old drinking stories,

overwhelms even their adulation of the work itself. Most such fans reach that

parries Steve’s guitar and Clarence’s sax in their solos; Max’s machine gun

believe it or not. Then I spotted Jon Landau and approached him.

point, lots move through it. Some, like me, are fortunate enough to have

should be.” Thanks to Murphy’s Law, my friend David, who shot photos during
the show ran out of film to capture this moment. Only the memory remains.
True fans of any artist’s work get to a point in their lives when the desire
to meet the artist, to receive some form of personal acknowledgment,

drumming at the end of “Prove It All Night,” Roy’s jazzy piano at the

I introduced myself, and told him I’d love to meet the man who changed

beginning; the seamless transition from “Not Fade Away” — with Bruce

my life; Landau smiled in agreement, “He changed my life, too.” To my

– Arlen Schumer, former art director of Thunder Road magazine,

singing like Elvis on alternate lines — to “She’s the One,” with Steve’s tasty

surprise, he went right up to Bruce and interrupted his anecdote by telling him

longtime contributor to Backstreets, author of Visions From The Twillight

rhythm guitar licks up front in the mix; Bruce’s screaming, wrenching guitar

there was someone special he wanted him to meet. All eyes turned to me.

solos — the greatest guitar solos, in a single show, of his performing career
— on these songs, and “Backstreets.”
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changed it forever. I wanted to try to communicate, with equal sincerity,

marquee I had illustrated, suspended in the crisp, chill autumn night like

that desire fulfilled.

Zone and The Silver Age of Comic Book Art, www.arlenschumer.com

In one hand I held the original marquee art, the other had the Capitol
program book opened to my marquee-inspired illustration, and I was wearing

Ah, “Backstreets,” the dark horse candidate for Born to Run’s best deep

my own Rochester roadie shirt, of course. Bruce, without saying a word,

cut is known for having more than one “definitive” live version. Some say it’s

looked it all over, sort of nodded in approval, and signed the artwork for me,
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The Re-Birth of the 1978 Legend
IF I

WERE GIVEN A TIME MACHINE, TIME TRAVEL

would

definitely be wasted on me. Instead of picking events of huge political and
historical significance, I would choose to go to one show, any show, on the
1978 Darkness Tour. I wasn’t able to enjoy any of these legendary shows in
person since I was born right in the middle of the tour. And when I started
to become a Springsteen fan in the early ’90s, I picked up the September
19, 1978, Piece de Resistance bootleg recording, only because it shared the
same date as my birthday. I soon realized that this was one of the definitive
concert recordings for Springsteen and in all of rock and roll history.
I was now a die-hard fan and literally wore out the first hour of the
cassette tape in my old Walkman, becoming my first reason to upgrade to
a CD player. In repeatedly listening to the glory, power, and pure rock of
this concert, however, I grew increasingly frustrated and disappointed that
I was never able to see this performance in person, and might never see
the E Street Band play together again.
Most people’s concert memories of Bruce in the 1970s recount how
he blew the roof off tiny concert halls and college-town theaters that were
probably better suited for small piano recitals rather than rock grandiosity.
I, on the other hand, would have to be content with filling in the
blanks thanks to bootlegs, a handful of photos, and grainy, ghostly blackand-white fourth generation VHS videos of the most popular shows from the
tour. But I finally realized this is what has made the 1978 tour even more
legendary, magical, and mythical for me.
And now, during the 2008 and 2009 tours, he has revisited rare
Darkness concert staples such as “Spirit in the Night” and “Detroit Medley.”
It was at the L.A. Sports Arena, where I saw the ’09 tour debut of
“Raise Your Hand,” thanks to a fan request. Watching Springsteen dart
around the stage like he was 28 years old again with his band who sounded
just as good as my 1978 bootleg recording. It made me think, “Maybe I
don’t need that time machine after all.”
– Brian DeCloux, bdecloux@hotmail.com

Ad for the Capitol Theatre radio broadcast.
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All photos Capitol Theatre, September 19, 1978.
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